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In the state of Morelos there is a magical town very characteristic of Mexico, which is Tepoztlán.
It is protected by the “Cerro del Tepozteco”. It’s a land of mysticism, crafts, excellent weather
and relaxation, but above all good vibes and rejuvenating energies. Its name comes from the
Nahuatl language and it means "place of the copper ax".

Quetzalcoatl Gate
The so-called “Puerta de Quetzalcóatl” is a giant rock with a shape of an arch, giving it a very
particular and unique appearance. The people believe that it has cosmic and mystical energy
properties. Many believe that it is an interdimensional door where Quetzalcóatl was born
thousands of years ago.

Image 1: Entrance of the Quetzalcóatl Gate.

When we arrived at the place immediately we started to appreciate the outstanding beauty when
we saw it up close. We proceeded to carry out the measurements and we got great results. The
energy had 2.80 J and the area deviation 120.21 as can be seen in image 2.

Image 2: Graph with the values of the energy measurement and area deviation at Quetzalcóatl Gate.

Amate Tree
This amate Tree is a sacred place that emanates energy and makes the site a must-see on the tour
of Tepoztlán and its surroundings. We continued making the measurement and the results
generated the following: 2.15 J of energy and area deviation of 97.14, images 3 and 4.

Image 3. Amate Tree side to Quetzalcoatl Gate

Image 4: Graph with the values of the energy measurement and area deviation in Amate tree

Amatlán Valley Stones
In this sacred valley of Amatlán there are different ancient altars, however, the passage of time
has eroded the mountain slightly decreasing its perception. The mountain has some rock
paintings. There has been found very similar manifestations of some pre-hispanic cultures of
Mexico. On this site two springs are said to unite due to the sacred connection and union of the

two rocks. We carried out the measurement of the environment with the Sputnik sensor and the
Bio-Well device, finding the following results: an energy of 2.68 J and area deviation of104.03 as
can be seen in the images 5 and 6 shown below.

Image 5: Amatlán Valley Stones “Donde los dos manantiales sagrados se unen”.

Image 6: Graph with the values of the measurement of energy and area deviation in Amatlán valley stones.

Labyrinth
Inside the “Hostal de la Luz”, there is this symbol, which was found in France in Chartres, a town
near Paris. The cathedral of Chartres is considered an ancient oratory. For the ancient Celtic
tradition it was a sacred place because there were two rivers that represented a cross and this

symbol was captured in the middle of that place that represented the heart of the earth. They
worked with a symbol similar to that of infinity (∞), which it is folding and unfolding the realms
of the universe. We began to measure the environment during a meditation that was guided by the
shaman, Andres Aranda, who works in the Hostal. The maximum energy was of 3.1 joules and
area deviation of 144.4

Image 7: meditation in the Labyrinth

The next day we did a different activity in the labyrinth, we walk inside with our eyes closed just
feeling the stones beneath our feet. And the goal was to arrive to the center without opening our
eyes. The results of the measurements showed the following: a maximum energy of 3.7 joules
and area deviation of 158.00 as seen in image 8.

Image 8: Activating the labyrinth

Image 9: Comparative measurements in Labyrinth

Pyramid
Inside the “Hostal de la Luz” there is also a pyramid, which has natural energy crossing beneath
it. You can see the pyramid in the following image 10:

Image 10: Exterior view of the Pyramid.

We did three measurements of the energy inside the pyramid. The first we took was the pyramid
alone, finding an energy of 3.4 J and area deviation of 129.7. Then we did a meditation inside the
pyramid, observing a result of 3.04 J and area deviation of 186.8. A last measurement was made
after finishing the meditation finding an energy index of 3.04 J while the area deviation was
194.87. These values can be seen in the following image 11.

Image 11: Energy Index and area deviation in the Pyramid at the end of the meditation.

Meteorite
In this place is a structure of a meteorite, a vestige of the wonders that exist in the universe and
that we can appreciate. This structure has a good solid size and when you observe it you can
appreciate a consistent material. When you hit with a hammer it produces sound waves. For all of
the above, we were deeply interested in carrying out environmental measurements. The following
images shows the structure of the meteorite:

Image 12: Meteorite.

Image 13. Inside meteorite zone

The results found after measuring the environment at the site were as follows: maximum energy
3.25 J, while the area deviation yielded a value of 136.66.

Image 14: Graph with the values of the measurement of energy and area deviation in Meteorite

Also, we did measurements before and after staying inside the meteorite zone just for 10 minutes,
and the magnetism of the meteorite zone had a great impact in the biofield. Previously the
chakras had 82% of alignment and later 93%, stress level reduce from 3.81 to 3.29.

Image 15. Before and after influence of meteorite zone

Hydrochakral Therapy
I took the hydrochakral therapy, a very pleasant experience. First you get into a
pool where low and high pressure flowing water hits in each chakra for two
minutes. You finish feeling refreshed, rejuvenated, and full of peace. We also
measured my energy with bio-well and the stress level improved to 2.63, and also
with a balance of 99.87

Image 16. Hydrochakral therapy

Image 17. Comparison stress level after hydrochakral therapy

Ashram
Ashram, a sacred space dedicated to meditation and found in the “Hostal de la Luz”, was built in
the shape of an octagon with sacred numbers and ferrite iron in its basement. Without a doubt, its
a place full of peace and ideal energy to achieve a high level of consciousness.

Image 18: Meditation prior to taking measurements of the environment Image 19. Ashram front view

After making the measurements of the environment we found the following values: 2.59 J of
energy and 105.00 of area deviation. In the following images you can visualize what was
mentioned.

Image 20: Graph with the values of the energy measurement and the area deviation in Ashram

Buddhist Stupa
One of the most important areas for inner development is the Buddhist Stupa. It was built by the
Stupas for the Peace Project, which has the blessings of the XIV Dalai Lama. His main goals are
to build those structures as symbol of peace to foster the universal values, and also interreligious
harmony that he never stops to promote. If you stand in front of the Stupa you will feel a very

beautiful energy and you can find peace in your mind. The Shaman tell us that the Stupa help to
clean your Karma. It is the second place with better area deviation with 90.87 and mid energy of
2.82 J

Image 21: Buddhist Stupa in the Hostal de la Luz

Viaje Astral - “Astral Projection”
They found a cave while they were excavating a new part of the hostal. It has a very particular
characteristic, due to a current of wind that comes from inside the earth. It is probably a
subterranean river which is running some meters below. In this cave they put a metal structure
with the form of a sacred geometry known as ‘Merkabah’. It has a bubble chair so the people can
sit and meditate to have amazing experiences. We measured the cave and it has a maximum
energy of 2.86 J, media of 2.69 J and area deviation media of 120.53.

Image 22: Graph with the values of the energy measurement and area deviation in Viaje Astral

Image 23: Image of a session inside the “Viaje Astral” cave.

Conclusions
Certainly, it was a research full of incredible knowledge, sacred spaces, interesting places, ideal
for meditation and full of energy. The place with the highest energy index was the labyrinth in
activation with 3.7 J, in second place the Pyramid with 3.4 J and a third place is meteorite zone
with 3.3 J. The high energy level in these sites is remarkable, all with an important meaning
described above.

We can highlight that the labyrinth was the site with the highest energy index, it is an ideal site to
charge energy and enter in state of resonance with the universe, since the symbol embodied
creates the references of development of the realms in the universe and this definitely affects our
well-being.
The places with the lowest area deviation is the Buddhist stupa with a value of 90.87 that is ideal
to meditate, followed by Amate tree with 97.14, third place Amatlán Valley Stones with 104.03
and fourth the Ashram with 105.05. The sites with the lowest environmental energy index were
Amate tree with 2.2 J and Ashram with 2.5 J, however, their area deviation was also one of the
lowest registered. These data confirms that even though these were the places with the lowest
registered environmental energy index, they are also the places with the most stable energy in the
area. So, we can conclude that this is an excellent place to do some introspection, get recharged
and

get
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to
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holistic
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Image 24: Condensed results

Image 25: Condensed graphs
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